In this study, we are trying to do Non-dominated Sorting in simultaneous optimization at three levels the size, deformation and topology in two-dimensional trusses by using a new technique for Corner Sorting in genetic algorithms. Also, using this method and comparison with strong SPEA-II evolutionary algorithms in parameter, accuracy and extent of the Pareto curve occurs. Therefore, first we examine the algorithm in terms of numerical in the mathematics problems. And then, in ten-bars and three -bars trusses, we examine three levels of size, deformation and topology. The results show that the algorithm has very high accuracy to find solutions closer to the true Pareto optimal. Also, the algorithm has high capacity to find different topology at Pareto optimal level.
Introduction
Optimization is to find one or more feasible solutions, which are related to the corresponding values for one or more of the objective function, the purpose of knowing these solutions in a problem is often design a solution to minimize the possible costs and maximize the possible or impossible capabilities, due to these major features, the solutions of the optimization are vary importance in practice, particularly in engineering design and scientific experiments and commercial decision. However, in recent decades, many researches have been done in this area to design effective and efficient optimization algorithms. Also, the use of these algorithms in optimization of structures has been of interest to many researchers. For example, the studies of the Samtani and Goldberg, in which the optimization in terms of size in terms of transient areas of members for design variables was considered, and the coordinates of the nodes and the connections between different users, is considered to be constant [35] . Coello and Christensen, modeling three goals (Weight, deflection, pressure), some routing optimization problem is solved in terms of size, as well as by using optimization tool, MOSES has been solved [1] . Imai and Schmit in the configuration optimization, in addition to members of the coordinates of the users, the node connections are variable [27] . Kaveh and Talatahari [15] and [18] , in which the valuation operations based on a certain criteria, for example, this assessment criterion includes the total value or total cost of construction of a steel building system. However, most real-world search problems, including multi objective in nature, and if all goals are important, they were not used solely for a purpose, the different solutions may create different trade-offs between objectives, For example, these goals include making the minimum weight or maximum stiffness and maximum displacement or failure structure nodes diversion or the maximum natural frequency of free vibration or the maximum of elastic energy, and these goals expressed forced us to use the multi-objective optimization algorithm for this purpose. And explore Non-dominated solutions set in the objective space, this set provides information Non-dominated solutions with value about total design created in the engineering problem, and help us that we can make correct decision about this issue. The use of the multiple optimization algorithms has attracted many researchers on structural issues, for example Mathakari colleagues [23] use genetic algorithm to optimize truss structure. Liu and colleagues [22] , use genetic algorithm for multi-objective optimization of the Tonsils design of structural operators in the steel moment frame. Paya and colleagues [28] , the problem of structural frames design RC, is formulated as a multi-issue and in the optimization of solidify progressively, is optimized. In all these studies, some known multi-objective algorithm for the design problems of the structures optimization, have been used. And, then, the way which many researchers have used it to gain very good results by using multiple optimizations is arisen. For this purpose, Su and colleagues [32] , using adaptive search strategy is integrated with NSGA-II, to solve the problem of optimization of truss. Omker and colleagues [27] using multivariate optimization in the PSO optimized hybrid structure design optimization problem, which is a multilevel problem. The main objective of this study was to compare the performance of the Corner Sorting on the NSGA-II method and its comparison with SPEA-II method in Simultaneous optimization of structural truss 3 bar and 10 bar, and also, we can see whether this method improves performance of Multi-objective algorithm including 1:The extent and 2:accuracy, and the aim of this study was to evaluate whether the use of this method improves the speed of convergence of the Pareto optimal solutions or not. At this stage, identifying other Multi-objective algorithms presented and reviewing them, their ability is examined. In recent decades, the literature on evolutionary computation of the general-purpose evolutionary algorithms has been proposed that they are based on different concepts, some of which include Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm SPEA-II [37] and sorting Multiobjective Evolutionary based on NSGA-II Analysis [6] . Of course, hybrid optimization algorithms also have attracted the attention of many researchers in recent years. For example, in references [11] and [31] , gradient methods integrated with NSGA-II to increase the local search capability of this technique, and the convergence rate of this method increases. Hence, some of these algorithms require implementation over 100,000 times to prove capacity of the coverage area of the Pareto. In this study, the aim is to find whether this is able to solve problems with large number of variables, and find that whether algorithm can improve performance in the accuracy and extent parameters and is able to cover the full scope of Pareto area. Therefore, this algorithm with SPEA-II algorithm is studied in two groups, we initially examine this algorithm in unrestricted problems, and then reviewed it in the restricted problems, and then in the trusses with three bars, ten bars at three levels, it is examined. And it can be stated that the modified algorithm is compared with SPEA-II has the ability to cover the full Pareto curve with a very high degree of convergence.
Initial actions
To better understand the multi-objective optimization, the following concepts are important [4] and [7] , which are summarized as follows: Definition 1: (overall multi-purpose optimization problem). In general, multi-functional optimization for optimization problem is defined as follows: the vector x = (x1, x2, ..., xn), which the decision variables:
Where, q is inequality constraints, and h is equals constraints in multi-objective optimization problem, where Ω is the set of decision vectors, and m is the number of objectives.
Definition 2: (Pareto dominance) It is said that the vector u = (u 1 , u 2 ,..., u n ) on the other vector v = (v 1 , v 2 ..., v n ) (which implies u <v is dominant) if u is somewhat less of v, namely, {∀ i∈ {1,2, ..., n}, u i ≤v i ∧∃ i∈ {1,2, ..., n}: u i <v i } Definition 3: (Pareto optimal), it is said that the solution xεΩ, with respect to Ω, is Pareto optimal, if only the x'εΩ where, there is not v = {f 1 (x '), f 2 (x' ), ..., f n (x')} which on u = {f 1 (x), f 2 (x), ..., f n (x)} is dominant. The phrase "Pareto optimal" is considered that, according to total decision variable space is Significant, unless otherwise is specified.
Definition 4: (Pareto optimal set) for a given multi-objective optimization, F (x), the Pareto optimal set is defined as p = {xεΩ | -∃ x'∈Ω F (x') <F (x)}:
Definition 5: (Pareto optimal area) for a given multi-objective optimization, F (x), the set of Pareto optimal, Pareto PF area is defined as: {PF = {u = F (x) | x ε p}
Background and Purpose
At this part, it is better to divide my study into three parts, so that we can better explain the results and the manner of performance. For this purpose, first the Corner Sorting, and a brief description of the algorithm and the Not-dominated sorting algorithm stages based on Corner sorting, and then Hybrid optimizing in the three bars and ten bar trusses structure is presented.
Corner Sorting Method
In this method unlike previous methods in NSGA-II (non-dominated ranking), which is anew method, which is introduced by Wang [39] , the number of required comparisons for dominated ratings can be reduced, and its speed is more than non-dominated sorting method. In the previous approach, a major challenge was the number of comparisons, because if the number of targets increases, the number of comparisons increases, and also can not be applied a savings in comparisons in multiobjective optimization problems effectively. However, corner or angle sorting is quick and simple method, which only needs N-1 comparisons for N solution set, because compares as corner, it is called a corner sorting. That achieved by elimination of dominated solutions. In this method, the best values, the minimum value of the function in terms of each of objective functions is found (For minimization), and the dominated solution is defeated by the better value, and more, we put the best values in a empty set and we will delete them from the solution set. Now, again, these conditions for two better values which we do from the remaining solutions, and this is repeated until there is no solution. 2. Delete the dominated solutions than two good solutions (objective function has been found).
3.
Put not-dominated solution in an empty set.
4.
Back to 1, and again we find two good solutions to two objective functions (from the rest of the solutions from
Step 2). Delete dominated solutions and put them in an empty set.
5.
If all the solutions were dominated, what remains as rank is considered. 6. For the next ranks, and should not consider better not-dominated solution, and again in steps 1 to 5, and the next ranks be created.
Description Not-dominated Sorting algorithm Sort based on Corner Sorting
Deb et al, proposed classification elitism or not-dominated sorting in the genetic algorithms, NSGA-II uses a plausible mechanism to provide of the density between the Pareto optimal solutions. In the first, population of children, Q t by using the parent population, P t is made. Here, instead of finding the not-dominated solutions of Qt, first two populations were combined with each other, and the population of N2 with size of the 2N is created. Then, a not-dominated sorting to classify the entire population R t is used, of course, this sorting than sorting on Qt needs more comparisons. In this way, a general comparison between the members R t , which is the sum of the number of children and parents is done, and after creating not-dominated different queues in order of priority (priority queues than each other), the next population one of the other queues , is filled. Filling P t + 1 , with the not-dominated best queue is started, and then the second not-dominated queue, as well as the third and so on until the P (t + 1) to be filled, continues. Since the size of R t is equal to 2N,all its members may not be on P (t + 1)and remaining solutions of will be removed easily. Figure ( 2) shows the performance of the algorithm. About solutions, which are removed in the last queue by using elitism operator, should be used more skills and solutions that are in less crowded area, must be protected. 
Hybrid optimization
In designing truss structures, some nodes tolerate overloaded or they are called backup nodes, and other nodes with the goal of better load distribution are used. Nodes must be presented on the justified truss (acceptable or feasible truss), and they are called basis nodes. The remaining nodes, (n '' nodes of them) are optional, and are called non-basic. The purpose of a truss design is finding the needed optional nodes in a truss, so that, in determining them often weight of the truss and its fail is considered. The method presented here, considers a ground structure, or a complete truss with all connections between nodes (basic or non-basic) in the building. Thus, a solution in the population of GA, by the vector of m real number in the range [-A, A] is displayed. Being member in the underground structure or not by comparing the transition zone of the members is specified by the user ε, is determined. If an area is smaller than ε , it is not necessary that it be in a truss. With the above discussion, we model the following non-linear problem (NLP) for truss areas of building: In the above non-linear problem, the design variables, the regions of the transition from the available members in the truss (shown by A) and the coordinates of all n' non-basic nodes are displayed by ε .
The first objective function shows the overall weight of the truss, and the second function states, the maximum deviation at any node.
The first constraint ensures that all basis nodes can be present in the truss, and second constraint is presented to ensure that existing connection in the GA solution shows a building, not a mechanism.
The third constraint, does not allow exceed the specified limits by the truss members, and the fourth constraint limits deviation in each of the nodes. Here, we have not used the G4.
In fact, we have used a limited method to find pressure at each member and deviation at each node foe any solution GA. Parameters j and k max , are allowed strength of the i-th member and allowed deviation of the k-th node. Now, we show how to implement the optimization of the truss in the flowchart below. 
Comparative Indicators of multi-objective algorithms
To evaluate the performance of multi-objective algorithms, there are two main metrics categories: 1-Criteria for assessing the proximity to the Pareto optimal solutions, 2-the criteria to measure the density of the Pareto optimal solutions (Not-dominated) [38] .
4. Highest extension criterion
This criterion, which was proposed by Zitzler, measures the length of the diameter of the Space Cube, which by the objectives final values for the set of not-dominated solutions is used. Equation (6) shows the computational procedure of this indicator.
Spacing Criterion
This criterion, which was introduced by Scott, calculates the relative distance between consecutive solutions using equation (2) . Where,
. The distance measured is equal to the minimum valueof the sum of the absolute value of the difference in the values of the objective functions between the i-th solution solutions in the final Not-dominated set [3] .
3. A criterion of the number of the Pareto solutions
The value of the criterion of NOS indicates the number of Pareto optimal solutions, which can be found in each algorithm.
Mean distance from the ideal solution
This criterion, in order to calculate the average distance of Pareto solutions from the origin of coordinates is used. In the following equation, it is clear that whatever the criteria is less, the efficiency of the algorithm will be greater.
However, in multi-objective discussions based on Pareto approach, one of the goals was that, even Pareto front is closer to the center coordinates, so this criterion calculates the Pareto front distance from the best value of the population.
Set the parameters of the crossing and mutation in genetic algorithm NSGA -II in the SPEA-II multi-objective optimization
For selecting parents, we have used parent's binary tournament selection method between parents to create parents and here the single-point crossover ,BLX-α ,and mutation Gaussian probability methods are used. 
Three bars Truss
Truss with 3 bars, here, in order to investigate checkout of the correctness of the output responses to the article Deb [40] , to be compared .In this truss, the aim is to determine the minimum weight and the maximum diversion is in each node. To this end, using the proposed algorithm NSGA-II, the desired truss in terms of size and topology and configuration to be optimized simultaneously, in the form (6), the desired structure is visible. The allowed power of any member is equal to 5 KPa, and in the perpendicular members, it is 20 KPa, and the density and modulus of elasticity is 0.1 lb / in 3 and 10 7 pa. The transition zone between [-20, 20 ] in 2 , is Initialized. Here, a population of 50, and the combined probability of 0.9 and mutation probability of 0.1 is used, and the method of single-point crossover and Gaussian mutation are used. Figure 8 shows the proposed algorithm is capable to find multiple solutions in a single run. Structure which has the lowest weight (solutions A) is equal to 7.6221 and the deviation of 0.03793 and a maximum weight (solutions F) is 68.3993 and deviation of 68.3993 and deviation of 0.0025329 and the corresponding topology in Figure 8 is shown. Not-dominated solution set shows valuable information about the bar truss design,. First, beyond all possible topologies, three topologies shown in Figure 3 in the Pareto optimal area, is found. Also any Pareto optimal solution, topologies are an appropriate towards the Pareto level, neighborhood solutions of any topology, in terms of the size are different in the transition regions. In the Table (5) , six critical solutions in the figure are listed. It is clear that, for answers with minimum weight, solutions between A and B that truss only has left and right members, which are close to the optimal, diversity among the solutions because of diversity in transition areas occurs, and this issue for another three topologies is also true. 
2.7.The ten-bars truss
The ten rod truss, with the same aim, determining the minimum weight and maximum deviation in each node is investigated. Which this purpose is achieved using the NSGA-II proposed algorithm, the desired truss in terms of topology and configuration and size at the same time is optimized, which in the figure (9) is visible. The allowed power any member is equal to the 25 KPa, Modulus of elasticity and density is 10 7 pa and 0.1 lb/in 3 , also the transition areas on the Interval [-32, 32] is initialized. Here, from a population of 100, and the combined probability of 0.9 and mutation probability of 0.1 was used, and the method of single-point crossover and Gaussian mutation is used. [40] , the algorithm has a good performance in parameters of the accuracy extent in not-dominated solutions, with research on critical results, Studies of the Deb et al., we can say that the obtained results are very close to the actual not-dominated solutions. It is clear that the proposed algorithm is able to find a number of solutions. What is evident is that, not-dominated results obtained in separate areas, are located in different topologies. In such areas, using different transition regions, while the same topology, they is changing. Each area has limited value for objective function. To find a solution beyond these limits, other topologies must be used.
8.Conclusion
It is better that the conclusion be divided into two parts. The first part numerical reviews the algorithm not-dominated sorting, based on Corner Sorting, the second part reviews three bars and ten bars truss in the not-dominated sorting algorithm based on Corner Sorting. In the first section, it was shown that algorithm in parameters of the accuracy and extent in presented parameters has better performance than SPEA-II. The results in the three bars truss show that, the proposed algorithm has the ability to find different topologies in the transition areas, which can result from the proper performance of this algorithm. However, on three bars truss proposed algorithm, by identification three types of topology, and obtaining the maximum deviation or failure equal to 0.03793, the lowest weight is 7.6221.So we can say that the algorithm introduced in the expansion and accuracy has good performance, as compared with the results of Deb [40] , in which minimum weight of 7.6318 and the maximum deviation is .0.038 then we can say that our results achieved have good performance. In the ten-bars truss, the results and interpretations in Chapter V, were mentioned, and the results show that the proposed algorithm has a high ability to find different topologies, and well, the algorithm has a high ability to find solutions very close to the Pareto optimal level or real not-dominated solutions, and also the truss has the least weight 2025.1245, and the maximum deviation 5.9301.
